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1 Introduction 
The last two decades have seen remarkable development in compositional mod­
eltheoretic semantics of natural language. The idea that natural language expres­
sions can be directly interpreted in the model of discourse has gained significant 
support in various domains. It led to a better understanding of inference in l in­
guistics with close relation to syntax, helped to characterize linguistically relevant 
classes of expressions, and revealed systematic constraints on their possible mean­
ings. Quite independently of these developments, much work in the fields of cogni­
tive and conceptual semantics has acquired a significant body of knowledge about 
the semantic behaviour of prepositional phrases (PPs) .  In the modeltheoretic frame­
work, however, the semantics of PPs has remained, to a large extent, unexplored . 
Our aim in this paper is to contribute for bridging this gap. 
We refine and extend the proposal in Zwarts ( 1 995) ,  arguing for a vector 
space as the underlying ontology in the compositional analysis of locative PP struc­
tures .  In section 2 we introduce a general semantic framework that uses such a 
model . Section 3 studies some denotational properties of prepositions in the pro­
posed system. Certain properties introduced in Zwarts ( 1 995) will be placed here 
in a wider perspective of preposition monotonicity. Two notions of monotonicity 
are defined and shown to be linguistically relevant in restricting the set of possible 
preposition denotations, accounting for central inferences and affecting grammat­
icality of modified PPs . An additional constraint ,  similar to the conservativity re­
striction on determiners, is  shown to hold of natural language locative prepositions .  
Throughout this paper, we presuppose familiarity with basic Linear Algebra 
and simple notions from Topology. ! Some useful definitions are summarized in an 
appendix .  
2 Vector Semantics of Locative PPs 
Sentences with spatial uses of prepositions show inferential regu lari t ies that are 
comparable with the much studied inferences with quantified expressions .  For in­
stance, l ike the determiner every, the preposition inside is transitive, i n  the sense 
i l l ustrated in ( 1 ) . The preposition near is symmetric similar to the determiner some ,  
as  exemplified in  (2) .2 
( 1 )  
A i s  ins ide B 
B is inside C 
A is ins ide C 
every A is B 
every B is C 
every A is C 
(2) 
A i s  near B 
B is near A 
some A is B 
some B is A 
As far as determiners concern , this kind of observations about inferences is the 
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empirical basis for the generalized quantifier semantics of the noun phrase. That 
prepositions show similar consistencies is  a reason to develop also a modeltheo­
retic semantics of the prepositional phrase, with a similar research agenda to the 
one of generalized quantifier theory ( see e .g .  Keenan ( 1 996». 
2. 1 A preliminary typology of spatial prepositions 
The preposition is the most useful syntactic category in natural languages for ex­
pressing statements about space and movement.3 Locative prepositions are used to 
locate an object relative to another one, the reference object. For instance, in the 
predicative constructions (3aJb) the house is  the reference object and the tree is  the 
located object. Directional prepositions are more "dynamic" than the locative ones : 
they are usually connected to a verb or a noun expressing movement or direction as 
in (4a) . Unlike the locative ones, the directional prepositions often resist predicative 
constructions (cf. (4b» . 
(3 )  a. The tree is outside the house. 
b. The tree is behind the house . 
(4) a. John walked to the park. 
b. ?John is to the park. 
We concentrate on the locative prepositions and PPs, which can be classified into 
projective and non-projective. A non-projective preposition l ike outside in  (3a) 
requires only spatial knowledge on the location of the two objects. By  contrast, the 
projective preposition behind requires further information about directions from the 
reference object. To determine whether (3b) is  true, the shape and location of the 
tree and the house are not sufficient. Also the back side of the house should be 
determined. This can change with the position of the speaker or conventions of 
using the house and hence i t  is not only a function of its intrinsic spatial properties. 
These distinctions (cf. Herskovits ( 1 986» are further exemplified in  (5)-(6) .  
(5 )  Locative preposit ions: 
a. Projective : above, below, infront of, behind, beside 
b. Non-projective: in/inside, outside, on, at, near, between 
(6) Directional prepositions :  to, from, into, onto, across, around, through 
2 . 2  The modification problem 
Many locative PPs can be modified by expressions that i nvolve some measure of 
distance or direction. For example, in addition to the "bare" PP structures of (3) ,  
there are also modified structures as in (7) .  Some other cases of PP modification 
are exemplified in  (8) .  
(7) a. The tree is  ten meters [outside the house] .  
b. The tree i s  ten meters [behind the house] . 
(8)  diagonally above the door,far outside the city, right in front of the car 
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These structures are classified as PP modification because the additional expression 
syntactically applies to a PP (or a P-bar) to produce another PP (P-bar) . Zwarts 
( 1 995) discusses the problem of giving a compositional semantics to such struc­
tures .  Previous works (e.g. Wunderlich ( 1 99 1 )  a .o . )  propose to treat prepositions 
as relations between sets of points (regions) . A region A i s  outside a region B i ff 
the two regions are disjoint. Compositionally, outside denotes a function mapping 
a region A to the set of regions disjoint to i t :  outside ( A) = {X : X n A = 0 } . This 
predicate over regions compositionally applies to B:  B E outside(A) . Suppose 
now that in (3a) and in (7a) the house occupies a region A and the tree occupies a 
region B consisting of a single point p. The analysis of (3a) is straightforward and 
tantamount to p ¢ A. In order to analyze compositionally also (7a), the denotation 
of the modifier ten meters should apply to the denotation of outside(A) . To get the 
correct semantics, this function has to measure the distance between p and A. But 
th is  i s  problematic , as  A i s  not  directly specified in the set  outside(A) . One may try 
to approach the problem by reproducing A from this set (e.g. observing that A is 
the complement cif Uoutside(A) . However, the same ad hoc procedure would not 
correctly hold of (7b) .  A general compositional treatment of PP modification is  not 
forthcoming if locative prepositions are taken as relations between sets of points. 
Zwarts ( 1 995) makes the following observations. Modifiers like ten meters 
and diagonally are predicates over distance and direction respectively. Hence also 
the function that a locative preposition denotes should return entities with measur­
able distance and direction. These entities are proposed to be vectors: directed l ine 
segments between points in space. Assume that an expression like outside the house 
denotes a set of vectors : roughly, the ones pointing outwards from the boundary of 
the house. Cases of syntactic modification as in (7)-(8) are naturally analyzed as 
(intersective) semantic modification: a PP modifier is a function that maps any set 
of vectors to one of its subsets . For instance, ten meters maps a set of vectors TV to 
its subset containing only vectors that are ten meter long:  {v E W :  I v l = 1 0m } .  
Thus, ten meters outside the house denotes the set of ten meter vectors pointing out­
wards from the house. A locative preposition then denotes a function that appl ies 
to the set of points where the reference object i s  located and returns a set of vectors . 
The next section substantiates this proposal . 4 
2 . 3  Vector space ontology 
A natural way to implement the proposal in Zwarts ( 1 995) is to assume that vec­
tors are the primitive spatial entity in models  of natural language.5 Space ontology 
consists of a vector space V over the real numbers R. The element a E v i s  the 
zero vector and the functions + : (V x V) -+ V and · : (R x V) -+ V are vector 
addit ion and scalar multiplication respectively. We assume a positive scalar prod­
uct f : (V x V) -+ R +, standardly defining a norm I I : V -+ R + .  It is further 
assumed that V is an Euclidean n-space Rn . Drawing on this ontology, we define 
the domain of points Dp and the domain of vectors Dv .  Dp i s  simplyidentified with 
V. Intuitively, each vector in V uniquely determines its end-point and vice versa. 
The domain Dv is defined as the cartesian product V x V. Each "point" w i n  Dp 
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(= a vector in V) functions as "the center" (= the zero vector) of a vector space 
Vw � Dv . This is done as in the following definition. 
Definition 1 (the vector domain) Let (V, 0 ,  + , . ) be a vector space over R with f 
a positive scalar product and w E  V. We define: 
Vw d!j { (w ,  v) : v E V}  
Ow  d!j (w , O) 
For all u ,  v E V: (w, u)  +w (w , v ) d!j (w ,  'u + v) 
For all s E R, v E V: S · w (w ,  v)  d!j (w, s ·  v) 
For all u , v E V: fw ( (w , u) , (w , v ) )  d!j f (u , v )  
For every UJ E V:  (Vw , Ow , +w , ·w )  i s  a vector space over R with fw a positive 
scalar product, which determines a norm denoted by I l w .  Trivially, the domain DlI 
is equal to the union of vector spaces UwEv  Vw . 
Notational conventions ( see fig.  l a) :  p ,  q E Dp for points ; u ,  v ,  W E Dv 
for vectors ; if u = (w ,  v )  E Dv then s-point(u) d!j w E V' is the start-point of u, 
e-point(u) d!j U J  + v E V i s  its end-point. The vectors w and w + v can be v iewed 
as "points" p and q in  D1J • We sloppily use the symbols  +, . , f and I I  for operators 
on members of v'u , without mentioning the subscript w as strictly required.  Dp and 
Dv are treated as typed domains of types p and v respectively. 
a. b. c. 
Figure I :  
2.4 The compositional process 
Reconsider the modified s tructures in (7) . The proposed "semantic structure" of a 
modified PP with a modifier MOD, a preposition P and a reference object region 
REF i s  as follows :  
MOD(vt) (vt) (p(pt ) (v t )  (REFpt » 
The assumed denotation of a measure phrase modifier MOD i s  straightforward (un­
l ike the analysis of i t s  compositional semantics) .  For instance: 
ten_meters' d!j ).Wvt . ).v . W (v) 1\ I v l  = 10m 
The constant m (for meter) is a positive real number with the  fami l iar fi xed relat ion 
to other similar measure constants (e .g .  for feet) . 
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The denotations of various locative prepositions for P wi l l  be defined in 
the next section. The region REF i s  determined by the denotation of the e-type 
reference object. A location function loce (pt) assigns any physical entity in De its 
location in space, or eigenspace (Wunderlich ( 1 99 1 ) . Since a PP basically denotes 
a set of vectors, we have to translate it into an "ordinary" et predicate that stan­
dardly applies to the subject of predication (the located object) . An "anti- location" 
function loc- returns the objects at the region determined by the set of vectors : 
loc- d� AWvt . A.1:e .Vp E loc(x)  3v E W[e-point(v) = p] 
In words : loc- maps any set of vectors W to the set of entities whose eigenspace i s  
contained in  the  set of W's  end-points. 
To exemplify the process, sentence (7a) denotes the following proposition. 
(9) loc - (ten_meters' (outside' ( loc (the-.bouse' ) ) ) )  (the_tree' ) <=} 
Vp E loc (the_tree' ) 3v E outside' ( loc (the_house') )  [p = e-point(v) 1\ 
I v l  = 10m] 
Proposi tion (9) claims that every point in the tree is an end-point of a 1 0m long 
vector start ing on the house and pointing outside .6  To complete the picture ,  we 
have to give the definition of preposition denotations l ike outside' . 
2 . 5  Denotations of locative prepositions 
Preposition meanings do not ful ly exploit the possibilities that mathematical the­
ories of space allow. One example is  convexity. Although speakers may well be 
aware that some object i s  not physically convex, there is a tendency to ignore this 
fact and to conceptual ly "convexize" the object. For instance, although the bowl 
in figure I b occupies a non-convex region, disjoint from the space occupied by the 
bal l ,  this situation can nevertheless be described by the sentence the ball is inside 
the bowl. The bowl is conceived of as if it were a convex object ,  roughly of the 
shape indicated by the dashed line, which does contain the bal l .  S imilarly, i t  is 
quite strange to say that in  figure Ic the black circle i s  outside the grey ring .  Rather, 
inside is more appropriate here . Treating such effects would lead us too far afield 
(see Herskovits ( 1 986» . Instead, we tentatively assume that the loc function maps 
entities only to convex eigenspaces .  For similar reasons we assume that eigenspaces 
of objects are closed and non-trivial (= non-empty and properly contained in Dp) .  
Regions that have these three properties are referred to as  Topologically Simple. 
We speculate that cases as in fig .  1 b-c should be handled by a theory of visual per­
ception and not necessarily by l inguistic semantics. Such a theory should provide 
detai l s  about the cognitive parameters in the determination of the loc function. 
The semantic task we are facing is to define (pt ) ( vt )  functions for locative 
prepositions that respect basic inferences in natural language given the syntactic, 
compositional and ontological assumptions above . The following definitions are 
helpful in the treatment of many prepositions.  
Definition 2 (external/internal vectors) Let v E Dv be a vector and A C;;; Dp a 
set of points s. t. s-point(v) is in b(A) ,  the boundary of A. The vector v is called 
external to A if e-point( v) E Dp \ A, and internal to A if e-point(  v) E A.  
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b. 
Figure 2: 
For example, in figure 2a: v 4 i s  external to A ,  V2 is i nternal to A, and V I and V3 are 
neither internal nor external to A .  Zero vectors in the boundary of A are considered 
internal to A .  
Definition 3 (externally/internally closest vectors) A vector V E Dv is externally  
( internally) c losest to a set  of points A � Dp iff v is  external (internal) to A andfor 
every vector W E Dv that is external (internal) to A s. t. e-point(v) = e-point(w) : 
I v l  :S I w l ·  In case this holds we denote ext (v ,  A )  (int (v ,  A ) . 
Definition 3 imposes a condition of minimali ty :  it c lassifies vectors external/internal 
to a set of points A that are the shortest vectors connecting points in A ' s  boundary 
to points outside/inside A. This condition is required because of the semantics of 
PP modification. For example, a point p as in figure 2b can be said to be exactly 
three meters outside the box A only if the shortest vector connecting i t  to the box, 
v,  i s  three meters long. Longer connections l ike w are i rrelevant. In a similar 
way, p i s  not diagonally above the box although w i s  a vector diagonal to the box. 
Correspondingly, while the vector v i s  defined as externally closest to A ,  w i s  not. 
Under the topological s implicity assumption these notions are related to the 
intuitive definition of external/internal points using set membership. Consider first 
the following topological property (see Wall ( l 972 :p . 1 8» : 
Proposition 1 If A and B are disjoint closed subsets of Rn and A is compact, 
then d ist (A , B) ,  the distance between A and B, which is defined by the infimum 
inf( {dist (a , b) : a E A, b E  B } ) ,  is positive. 
By this property, we can show the fol lowing correspondence: 
Proposition 2 Let A c Dp be a non-trivial closed set in Dp ( = R n). Then for every 
point p E Dp the following conditions are equivalent: (a) There is a vector v E DlI 
that is externally (internally) closest to A s. t. e-point(v) = p. (b) p if A (p E A) 
Proof: (a) =:} ( b) directly by the definition of external/internal vectors. Let us show 
(b )  =:} ( a ) .  
1 .  Assume p if A. {p}  is bounded and closed in R", hence compact. Thus 
by proposition 1 ,  dist (p ,  A )  > o. Let C be a closed sphere around p of radius 
r = dist (p ,  A ) .  
Let u s  show C n A  # 0. Assume by negation C n A  = 0 .  By definition ofdist (p ,  A ) :  
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for every f > 0 there is q E A S. t. T � dist (p ,  q) < T + f. The line segment [p , q] 
intersects b( C) ,  the boundary of C, at  point p'. Thus, 0 � dist (p' , q) < Eo C is 
closed, hence b( C) � C, so p' E C. 
Conclusion: dist ( C, A) = inf( {dist (p' , q) : p' E C, q E A } )  = O. But C is 
bounded and closed in Rn, hence compact. By our assumption C n A = 0. Thus 
by proposition 1,  dist (C, A)  > O. Contradiction. 
We conclude that C n A =I- 0. It is easy to show C n A � b(A) .  Thus, for any q E 
C n A, the vector v E Dv from q to p satisfies T = I v l  = dist (p ,  q) = dist (p ,  A ) .  
Therefore, v is externally closest to A with e-point(v) = p. 
2. Assume p E A. (b) � (a ) trivially holds if p E b (A) :  the zero vector 
from p to p is internally closest to A. For p is in the interior of A, i (A) ,  repeat the 
above prooffor p and Dp \ i (A)  (a closed set) and note that b(Dp \ i (A ) )  = b (A) .  
Consider first the prepositions in/inside and outside .  In our  proposal they 
map a set of points to the set of its internally/external ly closest vectors respectively. 
Thus, we simply define: 
( 1 0) in , inside7 : inside' dg >.A.>.v . int (v ,  A) 
outside : outside' dg >.A.>.v .ext (v , A) 
The compositional procedure and proposition 2 guarantee that these defini­
t ions coincide with the intuition that inside and outside correspond to set  contain-
ment and disjointness, respectively. 
. 
Corollary 3 Let the eigenspace loc(a) of an object a be a non-trivial closed set. 
Then the following holds: I. b is inside a is true iff loc (b ) � loc ( a) 2. b i s  
outside a is  true iff loc (b ) n loc (a) = 0 .  
This  seemingly trivial result shows that the vector semantics of prepositions l ike 
outside, designed to deal with their allowing for PP modification, st i l l  preserves the 
basic set -theoretical intuition of the point semantics.  The achievement of both goals 
i s  not trivial . 
All prepositions except inside give rise to regions that are outside the eigen­
space, so the relation ext (v, X ) i s  a part of their definition . The preposition imposes 
an additional condition on the vector v. This condi tion can involve the length v,  as 
in the following definitions :  
on, at :  on' dg >.A.>.v . ext (v , A )  1\ Iv l  < T O  
( I I )  near: near' d!1 >'A.>.v.ext (v ,  A) 1\ I v l  < Tl 
where TO and T [  two small positive numbers TO :::::: 0 and TO < < 1'\  
We interpret on and at as requiring almost zero distance between the objects .  In the 
case of near the vector's  length is said to be smaller that a pragmatically determined 
number 1' ) . 8  
The prepositions between and amid require two or more reference objects .  
We define between' as corresponding  to a non-constituent expression between . . .  
and . . . . A more adequate treatment requires an analysis o f  plural ity. The function 
between' maps two regions A and B to a set of vectors using the region co(A u B) , 
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Figure 3 :  
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the convex hull of A U B.  For regions A and B as in figure 2c, between' (A) ( E )  i s  
the  set of vectors that are externally closest to A or to B whose end-poin t  i s  in  the 
shaded region. 
( 1 2) between . . .  and. . .  : 
between' d� A A . A E . Av . [ext (v ,  A) V ext (v ,  E) ]  II e-point(v) E co(A U B)  
As mentioned, the projective prepositions presuppose certain directions in  
space. We assume that th is  i s  pragmatically determined us ing three orthogonal un i t  
vectors in V for up, right and front, which are called axes. For every start-point  
111 E V of vectors in Vw <;;; Dv , an axis a E V determines an axi s  (111 , a ) E Vw that 
we denote a (w ) . 
Consider the projective preposition above. The region this preposit ion gen­
erates when the reference object i s  a single point x i s  i llustrated in figure 3a .  The 
above-region consists of those vectors that make an acute angle with the UP(.T) axis. 
Thus, above allows only vectors whose vertical component (on up) i s  larger than 
thei r  projection on the orthogonal component 1. up (=the horizontal plane) .  This is 
defined using the fol lowing fact from linear algebra (see e.g. Lang ( l 977 :p . 1 34» . 
Proposition 4 For every v ,  a E V where a # 0 there is a unique scalar  c( a ,  v ) E R 
and a unique vector v 1-a S. t. v = c( a., v ) . a + V 1- a .  The scalar c ( a, v ) is called II ' S  
component along a and the vectors V a  = c( 0. ,  v ) . a and v 1- a  are called v '5 projection 
on a and on 1. 0.  respectively. 
For a vector v E v�J and an axis  a E V, we denote c(a ,  v) = c (a (w ) ,  v ) ,  Va = 
va (w ) and v 1-a = V -La(w) . The denotations of above and below are defined in ( 1 3 ) .  
Other projective preposit ions as  in  ( 1 4) work in a s imilar way but  with other axes .  
( 1 3 ) 
above : 
below: 
in front of: 
( 1 4) 
behind: 
above' 'ifJ A A . Av . e:ct (v ,  A ) II c ( up , v)  > I v hp l 
below' d;j AA Av.e.Tt (v , A) lI c( - uJi , v)  > I V1- � lLP I 
in_front' d� AAAv.ext (v ,  il ) II c(front , v )  > I v 1-J7Imt i 
behind' d� AAAv.ext.(v ,  A) II c (-front , v )  > I V1-�JroTlt l 
The definition of beside' is in terms of the absolute value of c( l'ight , v ) :  
( 1 5) beside : beside' d:1 A A Av . e.T t (v , A) lI ic ( right , v) 1  > I V1-right l 
The vertical symmetry of the regions generated by this definit ion i s  due to the fact 
that an equivalent definition is obtained when replacing right by - right .  
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2.6 Example: transitivity of 'between ' 
The compositional mechanism and the lexical definitions above allow a correct 
analysis of many simple inferences. A central one i s  the transitive behaviour of 
between : 
A is between B and C 
( 1 6) D is between A and B 
D is between B and C 
The following  proposition specifies the conditions under which ( 1 6) holds in the 
proposed system. For convenience we refer to A instead of 10c (A ) , etc . 
Proposition 5 a. If A,B, C and D are singletons { a } ,  {b} , { c} and {d} ,  then the 
inference (16) generally holds. b. Otherwise, (16) holds with the additional as­
sumption D i s  outside C. 
Proof: a. By definition if A � co (B u C) \ B \ C then a E [b, c] \ {b} \ { c }  = (b ,  c) . 
Similarly d E  (a ,  b ) .  Thus d E  (b ,  c) , or D � co(B U C) \ B \ C. 
b. Assume A � co(B  u C) \ B \ C. Thus A � co(B U C). By definition of co: 
A u  B � co (B U C) and therefore co(A U B) � co(B U C) (i). 
Assume further D � co(A U B) \ A \ B (ii). By (i) and (ii): D � co(B  U C) .  
D n B = I/) by Oi). D n C = I/) by the proviso D i s  outside C. Concluding: 
D � co(B U C) \ B \ C as required. 
Without the assumption D is outside C inference ( 1 6) does not necessarily fol low, 
both intuitively and in our system. Consider figure 3b. Point A may be taken (for 
instance, by a spectator located on l ine I) to be between rectangle C and l ine B. 
Point D i s  between A and B. Nevertheless, the conclusion D is between B and C is 
i l legitimate . 
3 Denotational Properties of Locative Prepositions 
The study of various denotational properties of l inguistic expressions is prominent 
in modeltheoretic semantics. This enterprise helps to reveal constraints on possible 
meanings ("semantic universals") and enables to classify semantic properties of 
expressions that affect grammatical i ty. The vector semantics of locative PPs has 
some non-trivial implications in both respects .  
3. 1 Point monotonicity 
Let us call functions mapping sets of points to sets of vectors by the name prepo­
sitional functions. Since we are interested in  the "pointal" behaviour of  such func­
tions let us concentrate on the end-points of vectors in the range of the function. 
For every prepositional function P we denote the corresponding function pc from 
sets of points to sets of points as fol lows: 
pe d.:;j AA.Ap .::iv E P(A)  [p = e-point(v) ]  
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Definition 4 characterizes the monotonicity of a prepositional function on the set of 
points argument. 
Definition 4 (point monotonicity) Let P be a prepositional function and X C 
Dpt · 
1 .  P is upward point-monotone over X (PMONt) iff 
VA, B E X [A � B --+ pe (A) � pe (B) ] . 
2. P is downward point-monotone over X (PMON..l.) iff 
VA, B E  X [A � B --+ pe (B) � pe (A) ] .  
We specify point-monotonicity of  prepositions according to  the behaviour of  their 
denotation over the domain X of topologically simple regions. Intuitively, point­
monotonicity corresponds to truth preservation under enlargement/diminution of 
the reference object. For instance, knowing that Paris i s  in  France, we may conclude 
that both ( 1 7  a) and ( l 7b) hold. 
( 1 7) a. The house is  in Paris =} The house is  in  France 
b. The house is outside France =} The house i s  outside Paris 
This suggests that in and outside are PMONt and PMON..l. prepositions respec­
t ively. The functions inside' and outside' verify this over the domain of topo­
logically simple regions and establish entailments ( l 7a-b) .  General ly, the inference 
schemes below characterize the point-monotonicity of a preposition P. 
( 1 8) 
P E  PMONt: 
A is  inside B 
C is P A  
C is P B  
P E  PMON..l.: 
A is  inside B 
C is P B  
C is P A  
Other prepositions besides inside and outside are not point-monotone. Consider 
the preposition above for example. In  figure 3c the sentence the bird is above the 
house i s  true, assuming that the bird is b and the house i s  H. However, the same 
sentence is false when we consider a much smaller house h or a much larger house 
H' . Hence, above i s  neither downward nor upward point-monotone. We propose 
the following universal . 
Universal l Only inside' and outside' are possible PMONt and PMON..l. deno­
tations, respectively, for simple locative prepositions in natural language. 
Consider the expressionfar from in English. The corresponding prepositional func­
tion i s  PMON..l. but different than the meaning of outside. Universal 1 claims that 
this function is  not a possible denotation for s ingle word locative prepos itions in 
any natural language. Note that far from in English is neither s imple nor evidently 
locative. It is a compound (not necessari ly constituent) ,  derived from the direct ional 
prepositionfrom. Unlike far from, a non-PMON preposit ion l ike near i s  realized as 
a single lexical morpheme in many languages .  
Another example for meanings of preposit ions that are ruled out by univer­
sal I are the fol lowing functions, sensitive to the diameter of the reference object . 
Recall the diameter of a set A i s  the supremum of the set {dist ( x ,  y ) : x ,  Y E A} . 
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outside�iam< lo (A) (v} iff outside' (A) (v} and d iam (A} < 10 
inside�iam> 10 (A) (v} iff inside' (A) (v}  and d iam (A} > 1 0  
These functions are PMONt and PMONt respectively, but different than outside' 
and inside' . 
The prepositions outside and inside are special in another respect. By propo­
sition 2, over topologically simple objects outsidee and insidee coincide with set 
complementation and identity respectively :  for every topologically simple A � Dp : 
outsidee (A)  = "II and insidee (A)  = A. For all other natural l anguage preposi­
t ions pe is not set-theoretically definable without further assumptions on Dp (e .g .  
the above space ontology) .  Moreover, we propose: 
Universal 2 For every prepositional function P referred to by a locative preposi­
tion in natural language, for every topologically simple region A: pe (A )  � "II or 
pe (A) = A. 
In other words, for every preposition P either ( l 9a) or ( l 9b) must hold .  
( 1 9) a. A is  P B => A is  outside B b. A i s  P B <=} A is inside B 
Thus ,  the meaning of inside i s  the only preposition meaning that does not entail 
outside . This el iminates prepositions that entail inside but are not entailed by i t .  For 
i nstance, an imaginable preposition *nearin satisfies A is nearin B i ff A i s  ins ide 
B and A is close to B ' s  edge . This preposition does not sati sfy universal 2 and i s  
unexpected to  occur in  any natural language . Also prepositions that entail neither 
inside nor outside are el iminated. For instance, a preposition equivalent to either 
near or else inside i s  ruled out. These predictions are correct as far as we know. 
Most prepositions are not point-monotone . A weaker property, however, 
holds of all prepositions :  
Definition 5 (point continuity) Let P be  a prepositional function and X � Dp/ .  
p is point continuous over X (PCON) iff VA, E ,  C E X [ A  � B � C -+ 
pe (A)  n pe{c) � pe {B) ] .  
Point monotonicity entai l s  point continuity. Intuitively, a point continuity test i s  
one that can be  called the "Babushka inference" . Suppose that Babushka 1 i s  ins ide 
Babushka 2, which is ins ide Babushka 3 .  The fol lowing inference holds of the 
PCON preposition beside : 
(20) The ball is beside B abushka I and beside Babushka 3 
=> The ball is beside Babushka 2 
We c laim that the same holds of all prepositions. 
Universal 3 All prepositions in natural language are point continuous. 
This universal i s  s imi lar to the continuity universal of Thij sse ( 1 983) on "s imple" 
NPs (universal U6 of Barwise and Cooper ( 1 98 1 » . Thus,  continuity holds of de­
terminers and prepositions alike. Universal 3 rules out an imaginable preposition 
*aboven that sati sfies A is  *aboven B iff A is  an even number of meters above B .  
Another example for a non-PCON prepositional function i s  the fol lowing :  
outside:ven ( diam ) (A)  (v) i ff outside' {A} (v}  and diam (A)  i s  an even natural num­
ber 
A SEMANTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCATIVE PPS 
3.2 Vector monotonicity 
Prepositional functions are relations between sets of points and vectors . The fol ­
lowing partial order9 on D" allows us to  examine their monotonicity with respect 
to the vector argument. 
Definition 6 (vector order) For all v, W E Dv : v s:: w iff there is s ::::: 1 in R S. t. 
w = sv. 
Intuitively, s:: i s  a relation of lengthening over non-zero vectors v, w that have the 
same start point. For such vectors v s:: w iff v and w point in the same direction 
and I v l  s:: I w l ·  
Definition 7 (vector monotonicity) Let P b e  a prepositional function and X C 
Dpt . 
1 .  P is upward vector-monotone over X (VMONt) iff 
VA E X Vu, v E Dv [u s:: v -+ (P(A) (u)  -+ P(A) (v) ) J .  
2. P i s  downward vector-monotone over X (VMON..j..) iff 
VA E X Vu, v E Dv [u s:: V 4 (P (A ) (v)  -+ P(A) (u) ) J .  
Vector monotonicity corresponds to  truth preservation when the located obj ect gets 
further from/closer to the reference object .  For instance, when Mary i s  between the 
tree and the house, both (2 I a) and (2 I b) hold. This suggests that behind i s  both 
VMONt and VMON..j.. . 
(2 1 )  a. Mary is behind the house => The tree is behind the house 
b. The tree is  behind the house => Mary is behind the house 
Generally, the following inferences indicate vector monotonicity of a preposition P. 
(22) 
P E  VMONt: 
A i s  between B and C 
A is P C  
B is P C  
P E  VMON..j.. : 
A is between B and C 
B is P C  
A is P C  
An example for a non-VMONt preposition is  near: if A is near B and gets further 
from it, at a certain point i t  will no longer be near B. More examples are given 
below. 
(23) VMONt: in fron!  of, behind, above, below, beside , 1 O  outside 
not VMONt: near, on, at, in/inside, between I I  
Examples for preposit ions that are not VMON..j.. are harder to find.  The expression 
far from could be considered a possible candidate. However, for s imilar reasons 
to the aforementioned, we do not take this as a counter-example to the following 
universal from Zwarts ( 1 995) .  
Universal 4 A ll simple locative prepositiolls in natural language are VMON..j... 
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Also the artificial preposition *noLclose_toJIndJlot-far -from, with the obvious se­
mantics, is not VMON.J,.. Unlike far from it is not VMONt either. 
V-monotonicity is relevant to the grammaticality of PP modificat ion .  Con­
sider the contrast between (24) and (25) vis-a-vis the VMONt properties in (23) .  
(24) a. two meters in front oflbehindlabovelbelow the car 
b. ?two meters beside the car 
c. two ki lometers outside the village 
(25) a. * two meters near/on/at the house 
b. * two meters i n/inside the house 
c. * two meters between the two houses 
Observing this compatibi l i ty, Zwarts ( 1 995) proposes that modification of a PP us­
ing a measure phrase modifier i s  legitimate if and only if the PP is  headed by a 
YMONt preposition. Consider, however, sentence (26) in contrast to (25b) .  
(26) The nail i s  1 0cm inside the wal l .  
Modification in (26)  is allowed although inside i s  not  YMONt. Nevertheless ,  there 
is a possible contrast between the eigenspaces that are l ikely to correspond to the 
reference objects in the the two cases .  We speculate that a wall as in (26) can 
be conceived of as an "unbounded" object: from the point of view of a person 
on one of its sides, a wall might have been unbounded on the other side. This is 
unl ikely to be the case with the eigenspace of the house in (25b) . Thus,  we propose 
that the relevant property is not vector monotonicity of the preposition, but rather 
monotonicity of the set of vectors being modified . .  This is  stated as fol lows .  
(27)  Modification Generalization : A structure [P NP]  can be modified by a mea­
sure phrase iff its denotation Wvt is VMONt: \lu E W \Iv E Dv [u ::; v � 
v E  W] . 
If P is a VMONt preposition then, according to (27), modification should be pos­
sible for every possible reference object. This accounts for the acceptabil i ty of the 
cases in (24) .  For non-VMONt prepositions and bounded reference obj ects , (27) 
expects modification to be impossible, which accounts for (25) .  However, with in­
side and an unbounded reference object as in (26) we stil l  have a VMONt set of 
vectors , although the preposition itself is  not VMONt. Thus (27) describes also the 
acceptability of (26) .  But what can be an explanation for the ru le of thumb in  (27)? 
Assume that measure phrase modification is  possible i ff every non-trivial measure 
phrase maps W to a non-empty set. 1 2  By universal 4, W must be VMON.J,.. Thus ,  it 
is sufficient to require that W is VMONt (and non-empty) in order to guarantee this 
non-emptiness condition.  We propose that this semantic requirement i s  grammati ­
cized to affect the acceptability of modified PPs . In other words, (27) plus universal 
4 make sure that non-trivial measure phrases are semantically effective in the mod­
ification process of the PP. For instance, a PP l ike * 5000km near the house is not 
simply ungrammatical , but also semantically absurd if its meaning is computed. See 
Barwi se and Cooper ( l 98 1 :p . 1 83)  for a similar reasoning about  rel ations between 
semantic properties of determiners and grammatical ity of there sentences .  
A SEMANTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCATIVE PPS 
3.3 Preposition conservativity 
In the proposed system there is an important relation between the two arguments of 
locative prepositions. Consider the following property. 
Definition 8 (preposition conservativity) A prepositionalfunction P is called con­
servative (CONSp) iff VAVv [P(A) (v) � s-point(v) E Al. 
A preposition is  called conservative iff its denotation is conservative in  every model .  
In a way that is similar to determiner conservativity, 1 3  when P i s  a conservative 
prepositional function the argument A restricts the set of possible elements in P(A) : 
only vectors whose start-point is in A can be in P(A) . We propose:  
Universal 5 All natural language locative prepositions are conservative. 
This claim is  related to14 the following inference. 
(28) A is n meters P B => The distance between A and B is  n meters 
All the prepositions di scussed above are conservative. (28)  holds of all these prepo­
sitions when modification is grammatical . Consider, however, an artificial non­
conservative preposition *behose (=behind something close to) ,  whose denotation 
is  natural ly defined as fol lows :  
behose' (A) (v) iff :lBpt [behind' (B) (v) 1\ Vp E B:lw E near' (A)  
[p = e-point(w) ] ]  
This  i s  a non-conservative preposit ion, which is  VMONt and VMON.j.. l ike behind. 
Thus, modification by measure phrases should be syntactical ly  possible .  However, 
(28)  does not hold of this preposition. An object A can be 3 meters behind some­
thing close to B without the distance between A and B being 3 meters . Universal 5 
expects prepositions equivalent to *behose to exist i n  no natural language. Below 
we mention another such non-preposition * inose, similarly defined as equivalent to 
inside something close to. 
Like conservativity in the determiner domain,  also preposition conservativ­
ity imposes a reduction in  the number of possible denotations for lexical preposi ­
tions. To get an  impression of that, let us  tentatively assume that Dp C V i s  fin ite 
and I Dp l = n, and that Dv = { (w , v )  E V x V :  W E Dp and w + v E Dp } .  That 
is, Dv i s  the set of vectors over the points in  Dp - Let us denote PREP = D(pt) (vt ) . 
Proposition 6 I PREP I = 22" . ,,
2 
I CONSp l = 22" - 1 , ,, 2 
D i s orn D Proof: IDv l = n2 by dejinitioll . PREP = ( 2 D,, ) 2 p � 22 l' x D" 




{ ( A ,w) E 2 Dl' x Dv :  s-point(w) E A }  
Let A E 2 Dp be  of cardinality i . Thus, the set {w E Dv : s-point(  w)  E A }  (the 
vectors in D" with start point in A) is of cardinality i . n. Therefore we get: 
I {  (A ,  w) E 2 Dp X Dv : s-point(w ) E A } I  
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n 
Z) n ) . i . n 
i=O Z 
(( � ) - the number of subsets of Dp of cardinality i) 
Z 
n n' n- l 1 
n L 
.
. i = n2 L ( 
n -:- ) = 2n - 1 • n2 i=o i ! · (n - i) !  i=O Z 
Compare this to the reduction D-conservativity imposes on the number of deter­
miner denotations (van Benthem ( 1 984) ) :  
(29) For I De l = n, I D(et) ( et)t ) I = I DET I = 24" whereas I CONSD I = 23
n 
P-conservativity is a weaker constraint than D-conservativity. It reduces the second 
exponent while the latter reduces the second base . The difference i s  clear from the 
fol lowing table, calculating the number of (conservative) Ds and Ps for n = 2 , 3 , 4 :  
n I DET I 
2 65,536 
3 ,...., 1 .84 X 10 1 9 
4 ,...., 1 . 1 6  X 1 077 
I CONSD i 
5 1 2  
,...., 1 . 34 x 1 08 
,...., 2 .42  X 1024 
I PREP I  
65,536 
,...., 4 . 72 x 1 021  
,...., 1 . 1 6  X 1 077 
256 
,...., 6 . 87 x 1 0 1 0 
,...., 3 . 4  X 1 038 
Already in a domain with 4 elements, D-conservativity eliminates more denotations 
than P-conservativity, although in this case the total number of preposition and de­
terminer denotations i s  the same. Note, however, that CONSp i s  not the strongest 
restriction we can obtain when also spatial properties are considered. On its own ,  
i t  i s  not sufficient to  guarantee the sound inference (28 ) .  In fact ,  i f  P (A ) (v ) holds 
then s-point(v) i s  not jus t  any point i n  A, but rather a member of A's boundary 
that is closest to e-point( v ) .  Measuring the reduction in possible prepositions that 
this spatial property imposes is much harder than with the set-theoretical property 
CONSp,  so we must leave this question aside for the time being.  
Recapitulation Note that the universals 1 -5 are independent .  This can be shown 
by verifying that each of the art ificial prepositions outsidediam< lOlinsidediam> l O ,  
nearin. outsideeven(diam) . nOLclose_to..1.lI1dJlotjar jrom, and inose i s  ruled out only 
by the corresponding universal . 
Appendix: some useful definitions 
A vector space over the field of real numbers R is a quadruple (\1, 0 , + , . )  s . t .  V­
i s  a set , 0 E V (the zero vector) and the functions + : (V x \I) --+ V (vector 
addition) and · : (R x V) --+ \I (scalar multiplication) satisfy for all u, v, w E F 
and s ,  r· E R: 
1 .  (u + v ) + w = u + (v + w) 
2. 0 + v = v + 0 = v 
3 .  There is an element - v  E V s . t .  v + ( - 7) ) = 0 
4. u + 7) = v + 11 
5 . s (u + v) = su + sv 
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6.  (5 + r )v  = 5V + rv 
7. ( 5r )v  = 5 (rv) 
8 .  1 V=V ( l  i s  the unit  element of R) 
A scalar product over a vector space V is a function 1 : (V x V) -+ R that satisfies 
for all 'U , v , w E 1-7 , 5  E R: 
1 .  I(v ,  w) = I (w ,  v )  
2 .  1 (1J" V + w) = 1(11"  v )  + 1(11"  w)  
3 .  1 ( 5V ,  w)  = 51 ( v ,  w)  = 1 ( v ,  5W) 
A scalar product is called positive iff for every v E V:  1 (v ,  v) 2': 0 and for every 
v E V \ { O } : 1 (v ,  v )  > O. For a positive scalar product 1 the norm of a vector 
v E V i s  denoted I v l = J I(v ,  v ) .  We say that two vectors v ,  w E  V are orthogonal 
(perpendicular) and denote vl..w i ff I(v ,  w ) = O .  For any vector w E \7 we call  
l..w d� {v  E V : vl..w }  the orthogonal complement of w .  
For v, w in  a space V, the line segment [v , w] i s  the set { 5V + (1 - 8 ) W 'C 0 ::; 
8 ::;  I } .  A set A <;;; V i s  convex i ff for all v, w E  A: [v ,  w] <;;; A.  The convex hull of 
A i s  the smallest convex subset of V containing A .  
For any set X a metric for X i s  a non-negative function d : (X x X )  -+ R+ 
that satisfies for a l l  x,  y ,  z E X : 
1 .  d(x ,  y) = d(y ,  x )  
2 .  d( .T ,  y)  + d(y ,  z) 2': d(x ,  z ) 
3 .  d(x ,  y) = 0 iff x = y 
Note that the function dist (v ,  w )  = I v  - w i  is a metric for V.  A neighborhood in  
X of a point x E X i s  defined by Ux (x,  0) = { y E X :  d(x ,  y )  < o} . A set 
A <;;; X i s  open i n  X i ff for every x E A there i s  rl > 0 s.t . Ux (:r ,  0) <;;; A. A <;;; X 
is closed in X i ff X \ A i s  open in X .  The interior of A <;;; X i s  the union of all 
open subsets i n  X contained in  A. The boundary of A i s  the set of points i n  X 
interior neither to A nor to X \ A .  The diameter of A is the supremum of the set 
{d(x ,  y )  : x E A and Y E A } .  A set A is bounded iff its diameter i s  finite .  We 
do not define compact sets, rather only mention the Heine-Borel-Lesbegue theorem 
(see Kelley ( l 96 J :p . 1 44)) :  a subset of an Euclidean n-space Rn i s  compact i ff i t  i s  
closed and bounded. 
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to  lohan van Benthem and Ed Keenan for their remarks on th i s  work. 
1 .  Lang ( 1 977) and Kelley ( 1 96 1 )  are two of the many introductory textb�oks i n  
these fields. 
2 .  Symmetry with near i s  incomplete . For instance, reasonably due to pragmatic 
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factors , the bicycle is near the house is OK whereas the house is near the bicycle is 
a weird sentence. S imilar asymmetries hold for some. Compare for instance some 
people are politicians with some politicians are people . 
3 .  Of course, in English there are non-spatial prepositions (e .g .  before, of) and most 
spatial prepositions can also be used for expressing non-spatial statements (e .g .  
Mary arrived on Tuesday) . 
4. We concentrate only on measure modifiers like ten meters and not on direction 
modifiers l ike diagonally. In addition, sentences like (7b) with measure phrases are 
arguably ambiguous .  One reading requires that the distance between the tree and 
the house is ten meters . Another reading states that the distance to the plane orthog­
onal to the frontal  axis of the house (see below) is ten meters . We deal only with 
the first possibility. Extending our approach to the other cases is  unproblematic but 
requires some complications that are unnecessary for our objectives .  
5 .  This  is a convenience rather than a necessity. A notational variant is  to assume a 
point ontology together with a metric and treat prepositions as functions from sets 
of points to sets of ordered pairs of points, so vectors are indirectly represented. In 
our strategy the metric function is implicitly supplied by the given scalar product. 
6. Arguably, this condition is too strong because even one vector satisfying it can 
make (7a) true. We believe, however, that this is due to pragmatic effects in the 
determination of lac: speakers ' spatial conception of an object is often significantly 
different than its physical shape. Reasonably, even l arge objects l ike trees and 
houses can be represented as volume-less points. In such cases universal quantifica­
tion as in (9) is i ndeed equivalent to existential quantification, as loc (the_tree') is 
a singleton. Changing the definition of loc- so that (9) expresses existential quan­
tification would be more problematic .  For instance, (3a) would become true even if 
only a tip of one leaf of the tree is  outside the house. 
7 .  We do not dist inguish between in and inside despite some distributional differ­
ences between them (e .g .  in the air vs. * inside the air) . We al so ignore the intricate 
meaning aspects of in discussed in Herskovits ( 1 986) and Vandeloise ( 1 99 1 ) . For 
example, why do we say in the field but not in the prairie? Why don ' t  we usually 
use the expression in the bowl when a bowl is upside down? Henceforth we put 
these questions aside, focusing on the more general semantic issues. 
8 .  Again, we are only interested in  the general idea and ignore questions concern­
ing the determination of this ' 1 , its dependence on the size of the reference object, 
etcetera. See Crangle and Suppes ( 1 989) for discussion. Also the differences be­
tween on and at ( l ike on the desk vs. at the desk) are ignored . We refer to the 
l i terature mentioned earl ier. 
9. Recall a partial order on Dv is a relation s: that satisfies for all u, v ,  w E D,, : 
u s: u (reflexivity) ,  if u s: v and v s: u then u = v (antisymmetry) ,  if u s: v and 
v s: w then u s: w (transitivity) .  
1 0. Whether beside should really be  upward monotone as  our definition implies is  
not  completely clear. It may be that in English this  preposition carries an element 
of proximity, which would put it in the other category. 
1 1 . Given the special type of this preposition , its monotonic ity is detcrmined by a 
trivial variation on definition 7 .  
A S EMAI'\TIC CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCATIVE PPS 
1 2 . A meas u re phrase l ike less (han Om i s trivial as it denotes a con stan t funct ion 
returning the empty set .  
1 3 .  Rec a l l  a de termi ner D is conservative iff B E D(A)  H B n A E D(A) for all  
A and B .  
1 4 .  ( 2 8 )  i s  s u filc ie nt , b u t  not necessary, for conscrvativi ty  t o  hol d .  Sec below. 
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